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Some of the following questions are going to be using our online tools.  

Car Loan Calculator 

*Do the following problems using the car loan calculator. Don't forget to convert years to 

months for the calculator. 1 year = 12 months 

1) Suzie bought a brand new car for $32,499 from the dealership. Because she has excellent 
credit, she was able to get a loan with an interest rate of 3.44%. She got the loan for 60 
months. What will her monthly payment be AND how much will she pay in interest? 

Monthly Payment_________________________  How much interest paid__________________________ 

 

2) Matt found a car he would like to buy from a dealership. The price of the car is $54,399. 

He has decided to trade-in his old vehicle. The dealership said they would give him $13,000 

for his trade-in. Matt also has saved $5,000 to put down as a down payment. He is going to 

get a loan for 72 months at a 3.66% interest rate. What will his monthly payments be AND 

what will be his total amount paid for the car with interest when he is done paying off the 

car? 

Monthly payment__________________________  Total cost of car with interest_____________________ 

 

3) Elvin is buying a car for $12,500. He has saved $2,000 as a down payment. He will be be 

getting a loan for 4 years at a 4.48% interest rate. What will be his monthly payment? 

Monthly payment__________________________  How much interest paid____________________________ 

 
FIGURING INTEREST ON A SAVINGS ACCOUNT 
Use the calculator on your phone or one on the computer to figure these problems.  
I=prt  
4)  How much interest is earned on a savings account with $3,500 in 4 years at an interest 
rate of 4.55%?  
  
 
5)  How much interest is earning on a savings account with $10,000 in 3.5 years at an 
interest rate of 3.8%?  
  
 
6)  Carter deposits $8,300 in a savings account that pays 5.3% interest.  He keeps the money 
in the account for 6 years.  How much money will be in that account after the six years?  
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Reading A Paycheck Stub (no calculator needed):  Answer the following questions based 
the paycheck stub below.  *Remember that there are 52 weeks in a year. 
 

 
*Ignore the little triangles by the numbers, they mean nothing.  

 
7)  How many times does Bernice get paid in one year?_________________________________________  
  
8)  What is Bernice's regular hourly wage?_______________________________________________________  
  
9)  How many hours of sick pay did Bernice have that week?___________________________________  
  
10)  What date did Bernice receive her check?____________________________________________________ 
  
11)  How much has Bernice paid in deductions so far that year?________________________________ 
  
12)  How much will Bernice pay for Health Insurance by the end of the year?_________________ 
 

 

Credit Card Debt Calculator 

Situation: Bob wants to buy a new 15-inch MacBook Pro for college. The price of the laptop 

is $1,999. He has saved $1,200 dollars and is going to use his credit card with an APR of 

22.45% to pay for the rest. 

If Bob pays the minimum payment of $45: 

13) How long will it take him to pay for the MacBook Pro?______________________________________ 

14) How much will the bank make from the total finance charge?______________________________ 

15) What will be the total that Bob will pay back to the bank?______________________________ 



Still using the credit card calculator… 
If Bob makes a monthly payment of $125: 

16) How long will it take him to pay for the MacBook Pro?______________________________________ 

17) How much will the bank make from the total finance charge?______________________________ 

18) What will be the total that Bob will pay back to the bank?______________________________ 

 

Mortgage Calculator 

Use the calculator to fill in the chart below. 
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